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Marshal Shop Floor Data Collection provides you
with real-time order tracking that enables you to
measure and manage your factory to improve
productivity. 

A flexible and easy to use out-of-the-box solution
that will cut down on business administration costs
and improve operational efficiency by increasing
visibility and the ability to utilise planned vs actual
data. 

Accurate data entry
- reduces the risk of
human error

Better information flow
between the shop floor
and the office

Marshal
Shop Floor Data Collection

Provides visibility of
day-to-day operations
with real time reports

Better scope for
business decisions
in the future

Integrate seamlessly with existing ERP
systems and other solutions such as
Preactor

Users can add notes to each order to
pass information easily

All actions are logged for maximum
visibility of shop floor operations

Ability to change permissions per worker to
allow Marshal to understand worker-resource
specific skills (change this for sure)

Book mid-batch quantities at a specific time to
can provide real time updates to the schedule

Monitor and analyse planned vs actual data to
see where improvements can be made
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Paperless processing
and time efficient

Tackle and reduce
productivity losses

Better on-time delivery
performance
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Marshal Shop Floor Data Collection will
integrate with any product on the market and
is easily configurable to fit alongside your
current system. 
 
Having worked with Preactor for many years,
Marshal has been developed to fit perfectly
alongside Preactor APS and act seamlessly. 
 
If you have any questions or queries on how
Marshal can work for your shop floor, then do
not hesitate to get in touch and we hope we
can provide the solution to your problem. 
 
 

Integration with Preactor APS and
other scheduling products

About Resource Management
Systems (RMS) 

Resource Management Systems was founded
in 1995 and have since then established
themselves as planning and scheduling experts
with over 25 years of experience in the sector.
Over the years, we have been awarded partner
of the year numerous times and continue our
great work with successful implementations
year in year out. 
 
RMS are specialists in developing and
implementing the Preactor software to fulfil
your companies needs. We have worked
across all sectors of manufacturing and have
sites based all over the world.

Marshal can be used on a
tablet or a PC and has a

fully responsive design to
match your needs

View documents and
drawings on the shop floor

on a per operation basis

Ability for administrators to
make corrections on

bookings and override
actions taken

Views and layouts can be
configured on a user by
user basis depending on

their preferences

Built in reports means
business decisions are

better informed

Unlimited number of
workers and the ability to
choose who can work on

which resources


